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My name is Milena Vanoli 

and I'm a botanical artist;

I am deeply passionate

about observing     nature with her endless 

shapes               and colours co-existing in 

harmony. I try to recreate that beauty through 

my watercolours.

D uring the first global lockdown I felt the need to move my courses 

to a digital platform, so as I was gathering the material, this booklet

came together on its own.

The lessons I was preparing were aimed

to those who wanted to try to express 

themselves through watercolours, despite

not having an artistic foundation.

Since I had a very positive response 

from my students I thought it would 

be nice to publish this booklet, 

hoping that it will be helpful 

to future artists.
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Narcissus poeticus
L.- Amaryllidaceae



L The botanical watercolour is an artistic discipline and it works with very

precise rules. It’s not just about drawing flowers or plants, but it’s about

making a real scientific figure that allows, in the present days as in the past, to

recognize the subjects in nature.

Before we get in touch with the discipline it is nice to have some general 

knowledge about drawings and materials.

With these lecture notes I will try to bring you closer to the world of botanical

arts; the botanical panels depicst the subject close-up and without backgrounds.

In the case of fruits or vegetables there is nothing attached to the subjects as

according to English tradition there must be no shadow in the drawing.

The composition and positioning of the drawing on the sheet are essential for

agood final result.

To correctly locate the drawing we can trace some immaginary lines that will

divide the panel into nine equal parts.

The drawing will have to pass through the central frame (focus) in order to grab

the observer’s attention.
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T he best angle for the light, to maximise the volume of the depicted

subjects, is 45°. Our eyes perceive the colour through three elements:

tone, chiaroscuro and gradient of luminosity.

There are several ways to make a drawing become tridimensional, in botanical

art we use gradients of colour and chiaroscuro.

The Tone of the drawing is 

represented with vivid and 

bright colours on the 

foreground elements 

while it’s represented with 

darker and less intense 

colours in the background.

Phyllostachys bambusoides

The chiaroscuro technique is very simple and of great effect; it's the game

between lights and shadows that allows our brain to clearly recognize the 

different volumes, giving tridimensionality to the picture.

The chiaroscuro technique is fundamental for those who seek a realistic approach.



The area of maximum light will be the brightest spot on our drawing, 

and should be as white as the sheet.

The highlighted area brings into relief the parts of the object that 

receive a direct touch of the light.

The shadow is the darkening of a shape that emphasizes the reliefs.

The reflections are an increase in luminosity due to the presence of 

nearby objects.

The projected shadow starts from the object that we’re drawing and 

it goes into the opposite direction from the light source.
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Acer campestre L.- Aceraceae



O n a pencil drawing, the brighter tones are set by the sheet itself, 

for the highlighted area it’s recommended to use a hard pencil (2H or

4H) while for the shadowing ,a more soft pencil is the best choice (HB); we will

then continue with even softier pencils to refine the darker parts.

Graphite pencils are classified with letters and numbers  which represent their

hardness.

The letter H stands for a hard pencil and the number indicates the level of 

hardness, the higher the number is, the lighter the mark will be.

The letter F indicates an average pencil with a sharp end.

The letters HB suggest a medium hard pencil.
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The letter B refers to a soft pencil and the number will stand for the grade of

softness. The higher the number, the darker the mark is.
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Exercise 1
Whatever object can be seen as a geometric shape: a sphere, a cilindrum, a 

triangle and so on.

For the first exercise we will use the sphere, a very common shape in nature 

for berries and fruit.

Before starting, look carefully where lights and shadows are placed around 

the sphere.
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Exercise 2
For this exercise we’ll use a “drapery” (a drape of cloth); we can see as lights

and shadows produce depth and movement in the image.

Observe the image and try to recreate a drapery.
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The same movements and shadows that we have seen on the cloth are often

seen in nature; we can observe them in the Magnolia portrayed in the picture.
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Exercise 3
To make things easier try to replicate the Magnolia applying the grid technique.

What the grid is and how to use it:

since the past times, before starting a drawing, artists and painters used to 

prepare several studies painting a subject from real life; then they reproduced

the best drawing on the canvas on a bigger scale using the grid method.

With a marker draw a grid scheme of 2 cm squares on a blank  acetate sheet,

so that the grid can be used multiple times.

Ovrlap the acetate sheet on the image you want to recreate.

If you don’t have an acetate sheet you can mark the grid directly on the paper

sheet directly.
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Draw the grid on your drawing sheet with a light pencil touch; alternatively if

you are using a paper sheet with a very light grammage, you can place a printed

grid below the sheet so you can see through.

Let’s start from the outside by retracing the reference points of the outline, then

proceed by slowly marking each reference point for each petal.

Pay attention where lines start, finish and cross.

A ruler might be useful while doing that.

In order not to lose the overall view and to get lost in details, it’s better to move

away one’s eyes now and then.

Once the drawing is completed, you can proceed with the 2H pencil, the 

light-grey toned with a hard tip; now remark the shadows keeping in mind the

spotlights (the white of the sheet), keep remarking the spot as if it were the 

texture of a fabric. Doing this will create your first shadow.

Fill the whole drawing with this technique, then look at the whole panel and try

to spot where more shadowing is needed.

If you need a darker tone remeber to use an the right pencil to do that (from

HB to 2B).
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SELECTED MATERIALS 
FOR BOTANICAL WATERCOLOURS
Here is a list of materials I recommend to those who want to start botanical

painting.

Brushes

A good brush for botanical art shouldn’t be

too soft, it must have a good tip and  it must

be able to hold a certain amount of colour

among his bristles.

The brushes that are usually recommended

for this discipline are the ones made from

marter’s fur, like the Series 7 by Winsor &
Newton and the Series 8404 By Raphael.

I personally recommend to buy  no.4, it is a

useful size to spread the color either for the size of petals or even small details

like pistils or veins.

It’s also possible to utilize synthetic brushes

but it’s important that they have a good tip,

in this case you’re going to need at least

three of them: no.0, no.3, and no.6.

In addition to rounded-tip brushes, you need

a flat brush  to mix colours evenly and a no.4

eradicator.

The eradicator is a brush that has shorter

bristles compared  with regular flat brushes.
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Wether you opt for synthetic brushes or marten’s ones, it  is important to care

for and preserve them.You should wash the brushes carefully once you have

finished, then genlty fold the tip before putting them away. In case of moving,

it will be necessary to re-apply the plastic cap on the top to avoid damaging 

the bristles.

COLOURS

Watercolours are made of pulverized pigments

mixed with Arabic gum* or other binders like

honey.

*The Arabic gum is a particular natural gum that is 

dilutable in water, it comes from some Acacia trees’ bark

that can be found in the Arabical area, from where it takes

its name.

On the market you can find watercolours in tubes or in godets, they have the

same composition and purpose; I

personally tend to buy tubes to and

squeeze them into the wells of a 

palette where they will transform

into godet after becoming solid. This

will allow you to always have a va-

riety of colours with a light weight

to carry.

In case of big botanical panels where

a large amount of colour is required,

I use tubes instead of godets.
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PALETTES

In order to mix colours evenly I prefer ceramical palettes, plates or tiles but 

plastic ones are just fine too as they’re lighter and you can re-use them.

Most of the watercolours I use are from Winsor & Newton but I have to mention

also Artists and Daniel Smith as their colours are professional, bright and vibrant.

For those who are beginners I recommend the Cotman line by Winsor &
Newton or the Artist line either by Winsor & Newton or Daniel Smith;

take your time to mix the colours and you’ll find out how they work together.

ìHere is Itten’s colour wheel where you can see the primary colours and the

ones you can create mixing them.
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Recommended colours for beginners:

Primary colours Aureolin                           n.016

Winsor&NewtonArtist: Permanent Magenta           n.545

French Ultramarine             n.263

Cotman Winsor&Newton 
Lemon Jellow n.346

Gamboge Hue n.266

Alizarin Crimson Hue n.003

Pourple Lake n.544

Dioxazine Violet n.231

Ultramarine n.660

Intense Blue n.327

Sap Green n.599

Payne’s Gray n.465

Raw Umber n.554

Burnt Umber n.076
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Winson&Newton Professional  

New Gamboge              n.267

Aureoline n.016

Quinacridone Magenta        n.545

Permanent Alizarin Crimson  n.466

Sepia                                            n.609

French Ultramarine                     n.263

Winsor Blue n.707

Raw Umber n.554

Burt Umber                                  n.076

Payne’s Gray                              n.465

Permanent Sap Green              n.503

Winsor Violet                               n.733

On high quality watercolours tubes and godet we can find a caption that

gives us important information about the product and its charateristics.

Semi-opaque            Transparent          Semi-transparent         Opaque 

I  Excellent lighfastness II Very good lightfastness

IV  Floating colours, it fades with the light and regain intensity with the dark

ST faded color

AA Extremly Permanent A Permanent B Moderately durable

S Series number St Staining  G Granulation

iii Bleached by acids, acidics environments

i Colours with “A” classification can fade when applied lightly

ii Not very reliable with humidity

PG Price group



PAPER

In botanical art a satin-finished paper  (smooth paper) is preferred, this will allow

to show the details of the subjects.

It’s very important to use high quality paper, the best choice would be 100% 

cotton sheets; this will make the spread of colour easier and our painting will

last for a long time.

The mimimum grammage must be at least 300 gr. but in case of big paintings, or

in case of areas that require multiple brushstrokes, I recommend the 640 gr one.

It’s possible to use thinner sheets but it will require some preparation in order

to avoid the paper to become warped.

To see how to prepare the sheet properly: https://youtu.be/Del40soqMmo

My favourite (industrial) papers are: Winston & Newton 640 gr. 100%
cotton and The Langton Prestige (Dale-Rowney) 300 gr. 100% cotton.

If you want to practiceyou can use a thin sheet like the 50% cotton Fabriano F5.

Artisanal Paper

I recently came to appreciate the manifacturing of two artisanal paper,:

Viceversa Fabriano and Papelera Don Bosco.

Both are very nice esthetically and they have a good colour rendering, but you

have to be carefull with erasures made with rubbers because the surface of the

paper doesn’t respond very well.
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Painting techniques
To simplify things, it's possible to categorize watercolours in 4 ways to utilize

them.

Wet on dry

If I apply a wet brush full of colour 

on a dry sheet, I will trace a vivid

and colorful mark; if I'm filling a 

big area, stripes might come out

if my strokes aren’t fast enough.

Dry on dry

The dry tip is a very common 

technique in botanical art, both 

brush and colours are just a little 

bit dump on dry paper; if you 

operate with the tip of the brush, 

the marks will be very thin, perfect 

to refine the smaller details of 

some plants.

The colour is full and it doesn’t leave smudges; this technique can be 

exploited at the point that the trace left by the brush can be used to create 

something similar to pointillism. A lot of artists create entire paintings 

following this method.
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Wet on wet

If I apply a wet brush full of water

and colour on wet paper, the marks

will be very large as the pigments

can’t hold their edges when they

touch the wetsurface, resulting in

faded effects like snowflakes.

On a large area, if I wet the paper

and then I put the colour on it I 

will have more time to spread it avoiding any unpleasant glow. 

The colour will be less saturated as it will be more diluted.

Dry on wet

Placing more pigment on the brush, when it 

touches the wet sheet it will react the same 

way as a wet brush on wet paper, but with

brighter tones.

This technique is very interesting to create 

soft shades among different colours.
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In conclusion...

Botanical watercolour is observation, patience and respect.

Observation is the core of a botanical painting.

To set a panel it’s fundamental the choice of a subject, the observation

of its traits and charateristics, such as how the subject evolves through

time.

It might happpen to set a painting in springtime for its blooming and

then to finish it in autumn.

Patience will be necessary even after spreading the colour on the 

sheet for letting it dry properly before applying new strokes.

We must respect nature, don’t pick up a rare exemplar in danger of 

extinction just to draw it.

Respect for the materials that we use, sheets shouldn’t be overloaded

with strokes and brushes must be cared for after using them, to 

prevent from spoiling the tip.

The reward for all those details 

will be the magic of how pigments,

paper and water together will 

create games of lights and colours.

Good luck

Milena Vanoli
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D uring the first global lockdown I felt the need 

to move my courses to a digital platform, 

so as I was gathering the material, this booklet 

came together on its own.

The lessons I was preparing were aimed to those who wanted 

to try to express themselves through watercolours, despite not

having an artistic foundation.

Since I had a very positive response from my students I thought it

would be nice to publish this booklet, 

hoping that it will be helpful 

to future artists.
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